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Abstract

Prior work on Project Sidewalk has gathered a large collection of individual
point labels identifying the locations of accessibility features and accessi-
bility issues in the streets of Washington, DC. While this data is useful in
its raw form for many applications, it is necessary to develop user-friendly
visualizations to make it useful for people with mobility impairments. Ac-
cessScore presents a framework for developing interactive visualizations that
are customizable for individual mobility needs. It consists of a tunable model
that computes location-specific accessibility scores based on walking routes
to nearby points of interest, paired with customizable visualizations that
display model results at various scales.

1. Introduction1

Through the use of volunteer and paid contributors to label Google Street2

View imagery, Project Sidewalk has been able to perform a virtual accessi-3

bility audit for the entirety of Washington, D.C [1]. The labels mark the4

locations of curb ramps, missing curb ramps, sidewalk obstructions, poor5

sidewalk surfaces, and other features that could impact an area’s accessibil-6

ity. Because one of the main goals of Project Sidewalk is to use technology7

to assist people with mobility impairments, it is necessary to find methods8

of presenting the collected data in ways that are directly useful to those who9

could most benefit from it. There is a wide range of possibilities for new10

accessibility tools that utilize Project Sidewalk data, but visualization tools11

represent some of the most direct applications. Thus, the focus of AccessS-12

core was to develop user-friendly visualizations of Project Sidewalk data.13
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Prior Project Sidewalk development created an initial implementation of14

AccessScore, a tool designed to utilize Project Sidewalk data to show the15

accessibility of neighborhoods in a choropleth map. However, this imple-16

mentation was found to have limited usefulness due to the simplicity of the17

model used, which this project aimed to address.18

In developing new AccessScore visualizations, a few design goals were19

prioritized:20

1. The visualizations should be directly useful to people with mobility21

impairments. While many visualizations could be useful to researchers,22

city planners, and other audiences, people with mobility impairments23

were considered the primary audience of these visualizations.24

2. The visualizations should be able to adapt to individual mobility needs25

and preferences. Through past interviews of people with mobility im-26

pairments conducted by the Project Sidewalk team [2], it was clear that27

needs varied depending on the individual and the mobility device used28

(wheelchair, walker, etc.) if any. Thus, any static visualization would29

likely not be accurate for the entire target audience.30

3. The visualizations should aim to predict actual navigation experience31

in the areas represented. For instance, an area with many accessibility32

issues may still present a good navigation experience if the accessibility33

issues are mostly located in secluded, rarely visited areas.34

2. Methodology35

2.1. Model development - Review of literature and existing work36

A prerequisite to creating accurate and useful accessibility visualizations37

is developing algorithmic models to quantify accessibility using the raw data38

collected. Because of its importance and impact on the resulting visualiza-39

tions, development of a reasonable and adaptable model was a major focus40

of the project.41

Significant prior work has been done in the area of quantifying the im-42

portance of different accessibility features and accessibility obstacles. Meyers43

et. al. [3] ranked the impact of various outdoor features on accessibility us-44

ing month-long surveys of people with mobility impairments, informing the45

weights used in an accessibility scoring model that was tested. Additionally,46

Sonenblum et. al. [4] measured typical daily travel distances for wheelchair47

users, which further informed model development.48
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Because scoring accessibility bears some resemblance to scoring walka-49

bility, some inspiration was also taken from Walk Score [5], a website that50

provides walkability scores for queried addresses.51

2.2. Model algorithm52

The proposed AccessScore scoring algorithm works as follows:53

1. Given a location to be scored, find the nearest n points of interest54

(POIs) corresponding to each of p POI categories. For instance, if55

n = 2 and p = 3:[restaurants, libraries, schools], the algorithm would56

find the two closest restaurants, two closest libraries, and two closest57

schools to the queried location.58

2. For each POI found in Step 1, compute a walking route to the POI.59

3. Discard any routes that exceed a maximum distance m.60

4. Initiate accessibility score to zero.61

5. For each accessibility-improving feature found along the routes remain-62

ing after Step 3, add a constant c to the accessibility score. (The value63

of c can differ depending on obstacle type, severity, and user customiza-64

tions.)65

6. For each accessibility-harming feature found along the routes remaining66

after Step 3, subtract a constant d from the accessibility score. (The67

value of d can differ depending on obstacle type, severity, and user68

customizations.)69

7. Divide the resulting accessibility score by the total length of the re-70

maining routes, in miles, to produce the final accessibility score.71

2.3. Model to visualization conversion72

Many techniques can be explored for utilizing the proposed model to cre-73

ate map-based visualizations, such as heat maps and choropleths. Neighborhood-74

level accessibility visualizations were a primary focus of the first iteration of75

visualizations. With inspiration taken from Walk Score, the following algo-76

rithm was used to generate area-based accessibility visualizations using the77

proposed model:78

1. Overlay a grid of rectangular cells onto the region of interest (e.g.79

Washington D.C.), with each cell having a width of approximately w.80

2. For each cell, compute an accessibility score for the cell’s center. This81

score represents the entire cell’s accessibility.82
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3. Scale the cell accessibility scores linearly between 0 and 1, with 0 repre-83

senting the least accessible cell and 1 representing the most accessible84

cell.85

4. Color the cells using a 10-level color scale, with darker colors represent-86

ing less accessible areas.87

A significant advantage of the proposed model and visualization algo-88

rithms is that they can be extended to produce street and neighborhood-89

based visualizations. For instance, a street-based visualization can be pro-90

duced by computing accessibility scores at the endpoints of each street seg-91

ment, averaging the two scores to produce an accessibility score for each street92

segment. Visualizations for larger, irregularly shaped neighborhoods could93

be created by averaging the scores of all cells contained in the neighborhood,94

perhaps with more weight given to cells with higher populations.95

Additionally, by only considering features along walking routes to POIs,96

the algorithm is able to give more weight to street segments that are more97

likely to be traversed. This is important in enabling the visualizations to98

address the third design goal of accurately reflecting navigation experience.99

2.4. Enabling customization and interactivity100

As reflected in the second design goal, it is important to allow any visu-101

alizations generated to be customized according to the user’s mobility needs.102

This was accomplished by making parameters c and d of the model algorithm103

customizable so that users can decide the relative importance of different fea-104

ture types.105

Allowing for customization of the visualization created some implementa-106

tion challenges since it was important that the visualization remains fast and107

responsive even with customization options. A visualization that required a108

long wait to reload after a customization change would present a poor user109

experience.110

Fortunately, since the customizable parameters are only factored in at111

the final steps of the scoring algorithm, many model steps can be precom-112

puted. These include finding routes to POIs from cell centers and counting113

the features along routes. The precomputed results can be sent to the client114

which then performs the final steps of the scoring algorithm with the cus-115

tomized values of c and d. Using this architecture, only simple arithmetic116

calculations need to be performed on the client as opposed to more expensive117

spatial operations.118
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2.5. Technical implementation119

Various libraries and tools were explored for the implementation of the120

model and visualization, including Mapbox, Leaflet, MapD, turf.js, and deck.gl.121

Ultimately, deck.gl was used to build the visualization largely for its ability122

to use OpenGL to accelerate client-side rendering. Python, node.js, and123

turf.js were used to perform the precomputable steps of the algorithm, and124

Leaflet and Mapbox Studio were used for initial prototyping of the model.125

Additionally, the Google Maps Directions API was used to find nearby POIs126

and compute walking routes. The visualization generation pipeline works as127

follows:128

1. Use Python and the Google Maps Directions API to find POIs and129

compute walking routes to them from cell centers. Save the routes in130

geojson format.131

2. Use node.js+turf.js to load the routes generated in Step 1, along with132

accessibility feature labels downloaded from the Project Sidewalk Ad-133

min API. For each cell, count the number of each feature type along the134

cell’s routes using turf.js. Export the feature counts in geojson format.135

3. Embed the feature counts created in Step 2 into a deck.gl-powered136

visualization webpage. Using client-side code, compute cell accessibility137

scores dynamically using the feature counts and user-customized values138

of c and d and render the visualization using deck.gl.139

Code for each of the above steps along with documentation is available140

in the project’s Github repository.141

2.6. Parameter tuning and model evaluation142

Finding ideal values for all of the parameters used in the model requires143

a robust framework for evaluating the quality of model output. Since the144

short timeframe of this project did not allow for the development of one,145

model results could only be evaluated subjectively. Generally, we expected146

downtown, tourist-heavy areas of Washington D.C. to be most accessible147

since investment in accessibility is likely to be significantly greater in these148

areas. The following “first-guess” values were used for the initial iteration of149

the visualization and produced results that fit this expectation, but it is very150

likely that better values can be found to produce more accurate results.151

• n = 3: i.e., we find the nearest three POIs in each POI category152
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• p = 7: we use 7 POI categories, specifically: [”grocery”, ”restaurant”,153

”school”, ”coffee”, ”park”, ”museum”, ”hospital”]154

• m = 1.5 miles: This is the maximum distance of any route used for155

accessibility scoring. In theory, this should be close to the maximum156

distance a user with mobility impairments would reasonably travel to157

generate the most realistic routes. Sonenblum et. al. [4] informed158

reasonable values. However, if set too low, there may not be enough159

routes found to generate reliable results. It is possible to implement160

AccessScore visualizations in a way that allows users to select the value161

of m from multiple options. However, allowing m to be adjustable on a162

continuous scale may prove too computationally expensive as it would163

become difficult to precompute routes.164

• w = 2 miles: This is the approximate width of each cell. It is probably165

desirable to make this similar to or slightly larger than the value of m166

so that most routes stay generally within their respective cells.167

• c, d: These values are intended to be fully user-customizable on a con-168

tinuous scale, though reasonable defaults should be provided. In the169

initial iteration, the default weight of each feature corresponded directly170

to its severity. For instance, an accessibility-harming feature (e.g. side-171

walk obstruction) with severity 4 would reduce the accessibility score172

by 4 points at step 6 of the model algorithm. Accessibility-increasing173

features (i.e. curb ramps) behave the same way but on a reversed scale,174

so a curb ramp with severity 4 would increase the accessibility score175

by 2 points. (The scale reversal is necessary because severity 1 corre-176

sponds to a high-quality curb ramp, while severity 5 corresponds to a177

poor quality curb ramp.)178

During model development, a model with the values of c and d set based179

on the results of the study by Meyers et. al. [3] was tested using Mapbox180

Studio. However, without a concrete framework for evaluating model accu-181

racy, it was difficult to determine if using these adjusted values improved182

results, so the simpler severity-based weights were used in the first iteration183

of the visualizations.184

2.7. UI Controls185

The UI controls implemented for customizing the values of c and d are186

shown in Figure 2. UI design presents ample opportunity for exploration,187
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Figure 1: Four accessibility visualizations of Washington D.C. created by tuning model
parameters, rendered using Mapbox Studio. In this figure, darker areas indicate more ac-
cessible locations. Note that these figures were generated without filtering out labels from
the Project Sidewalk onboarding tutorial, creating a highly-accessible appearing region in
the northwest corner of the city. The onboarding labels were removed for the first iteration
of the interactive visualization.

and various potential designs are provided in the project Github repository.188

Optimal UI design should provide the user with the ability to customize the189

c and d parameters or remove some accessibility features from consideration190

without needing to understand the inner workings of the model.191

3. Results192

The result of this project is a flexible, extensible framework for modeling193

and visualizing accessibility using data collected by Project Sidewalk. It194

offers techniques to quantify the accessibility of any point location within195

Project Sidewalk’s coverage area and create various types of personalizable196

interactive visualizations. A working example of an interactive visualization197
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Figure 2: Control UI implemented in an AccessScore visualization

has been made public and is linked in the project’s Github repository. A198

screenshot is depicted in Figure 3.199

4. Github200

Code and other referenced resources can be found at https://github.201

com/tongning/access-score.202

5. Future Work203

This project has significant potential for further work and development.204

The most immediate next step would likely be evaluating and improving205

the accuracy of the model, which would likely require the development of206

a robust and preferably quantifiable framework for evaluation. This may207

involve collecting data on the actual perceived accessibility of various regions208

of Washington, D.C.209

Once such a framework is established, it would become possible to tune210

model parameters for more accurate results and make adjustments to the211
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Figure 3: Implementation of area-based accessibility visualization

model to take additional factors into consideration. As examples, other fac-212

tors that may be considered include distance to public transit options, ele-213

vation changes, and each label’s distance from the starting point of a route.214

Additionally, the current visualization implementation utilizes raw label215

data from Project Sidewalk. This may cause it to become increasingly inaccu-216

rate as a single accessibility feature can be labeled multiple times by separate217

Project Sidewalk contributors. The implementation should be adapted and218

tested to work on unique features rather than raw labels.219

Finally, different visualization designs can be iterated and refined, prefer-220

ably with feedback from user studies.221
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